DANCING QUEEN

[C] FRIDAY NIGHT AND
THE LIGHTS ARE LOW [F]
[C] LOOKING OUT FOR
THE PLACE TO [Am] GO
[G] WHERE THEY PLAY THE RIGHT MUSIC
GETTING IN THE SWING
YOU COME TO [Am] LOOK FOR A KING

[C] ANYBODY COULD BE THAT [F] GUY
[C] NIGHT IS YOUNG
AND THE MUSIC'S [Am] HIGH
[G] WITH A BIT OF ROCK MUSIC,
EVERYTHING IS FINE
YOU'RE IN THE [Am] MOOD FOR A DANCE

AND WHEN YOU [Dm] GET THE CHANCE
[G] YOU ARE THE [C] DANCING QUEEN,
[F] YOUNG AND SWEET,
ONLY [C] SEVENTEEN [F]
[C] DANCING QUEEN, [F] FEEL THE BEAT
FROM THE [C] TAMBOURINE, OH [Am] YEAH
[G] YOU CAN DANCE, [E7] YOU CAN JIVE
[F] SEE THAT GIRL,
[Dm] WATCH THAT [G7] SCENE
DIGGIN' THE [C] DANCING QUEEN [F]

[C] YOU'RE A TEASER,
YOU TURN 'EM ON [F]
[C] LEAVE THEM BURNING
AND THEN YOU'RE [Am] GONE
[G] LOOKING OUT FOR ANOTHER,
ANYONE WILL DO
YOU'RE IN THE [Am] MOOD FOR A DANCE

AND WHEN YOU [Dm] GET THE CHANCE
[G] YOU ARE THE [C] DANCING QUEEN,
[F] YOUNG AND SWEET,
ONLY [C] SEVENTEEN [F]
[C] DANCING QUEEN, [F] FEEL THE BEAT
FROM THE [C] TAMBOURINE, OH [Am] YEAH
[G] YOU CAN DANCE, [E7] YOU CAN JIVE
[F] SEE THAT GIRL,
[Dm] WATCH THAT [G7] SCENE
DIGGIN' THE [C] DANCING QUEEN [F]